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Dynamics of reactions between two closed-shell molecules
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The crossed molecular beam technique has been utilized to investigate a large number of

elementary reactions. However, most of the studied reactions involve atoms or radicals; reactions

between two stable molecular reactants are, in fact, seldom studied with the crossed molecular

beam method. In this perspective, reactions between two stable molecules are reviewed and

discussed. With crossed molecular beams and vacuum UV photoionization, the nascent products

have been unambiguously identified. Consistent pictures of the reaction paths have been

constructed based on the experimental data and ab initio calculations. Furthermore, there are

intriguing features about the reaction barriers. The F2 + organosulfur reactions are barrierless,

demonstrating the first examples of such interactions between two closed-shell reactants. The

barrier of F2 + alkene reaction decreases with more methyl substitution groups at the CQC

double bond, yet the absolute barrier heights from experiment and theory disagree with each

other by B2 kcal mol�1, leaving an issue to be resolved in the future.

1. Introduction

Crossed molecular beam reactive scattering has been a powerful

tool to study dynamics of elementary chemical reactions.1–11

This technique is most suitable when one would like to

(i) control the energies of the reagents, (ii) understand the

dependence of chemical reactivity on molecular orientation,

(iii) explore the nature of reaction intermediates and their

subsequent decay dynamics, and (iv) identify complex reaction

mechanisms. However, the vast majority of the reactions which

have been investigated with the crossed molecular beam techni-

que are atom–molecule or radical–molecule reactions.1–11 To

the best of our knowledge, only a very limited number of

molecule–molecule reactions12–19 had been studied with crossed

molecular beams before 2007. Even some radical–radical reac-

tions have been investigated with this technique.20–25 Therefore,

it is natural to wonder about the dynamics of molecule–molecule

reactions. Herein we call a chemical species with open-shell

electronic structure a radical and a species with closed-shell

electronic structure a molecule. In this terminology, a molecule

is often believed to be more stable than a radical; in comparison

with radical reactions, smaller rate constants and higher activa-

tion energies may be expected for reactions between two mole-

cules. On the other hand, it would be interesting to learn if there

are any exceptions.

After decades of investigations, quite a few reaction mecha-

nisms,2,3 such as abstraction, addition, association, insertion,

etc., have been reasonably well studied and established for many

radical reactions. In contrast, studies on molecule–molecule

reactions are very sparse. Before our works,26–31 reactions of

molecular fluorine with I2, ICl, HI, CH3I, and C6H6 had been

investigated with crossed molecular beams;12–19 considerable

collision energies (B4, 6, 11, 11, and 14 kcal mol�1, respectively)

are required to promote the reactions and only a F atom and a

fluoro radical were observed as the products. The authors12–19

concluded that the newly formed F–X bond is weaker than the

F–F bond of F2 (F–F + X - F–X + F; X denotes the I2, ICl,

HI, CH3I, or C6H6 reactant), such that a certain amount of

collision energy is required for product formation.

Recently, our group26–31 has managed to study a fewmolecule–

molecule reactions with the crossed molecular beam technique.

Two types of reactions have been investigated: the first one is

reaction of F2 with organosulfur molecules26–28 and the other is

reaction of F2 with alkene molecules.29–31 These results reveal new

information which would enhance our understanding of chemical

reactivity and broaden our chemical intuition.

Until now, the studied crossed beam reactions between two

molecules have all involved molecular fluorine. Fluorine gas is

often thought to be quite reactive, but it should be clarified

whether the high reactivity is from F2 molecules or from F atoms

which may be produced after some radical initiation processes.

For example, a mixture of F2 and H2 gases will form HF. But the

elementary reaction of F2 + H2 is very slow and has a high

activation energy; the main chemical processes to produce HF

usually involve radicals and/or surfaces. Hereafter, we will focus

our discussion on primary processes between two molecules, not

on secondary reactions.
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2. Experimental

Crossed molecular beam experiments are quite different from bulk

experiments. In particular, reaction products can accumulate in

bulk, not in crossed beam conditions. The ‘‘price’’ for observing

nascent products under single collisions is that the number of

product molecules is usually much smaller than the numbers of the

reactants, because the reaction cross section is usually much

smaller than the non-reactive (elastic and inelastic) scattering cross

sections. For crossed molecular beam experiments with mass

spectrometry detection,32–36 if we probe the non-reactive scattering

events at the reactant masses, the signal level is often several orders

of magnitude higher than that of the reaction products. Therefore,

the success of a reactive scattering experiment heavily relies on

non-overlapping between the product and reactant masses.

Although a molecular beam of a stable species can reach a much

higher intensity compared to a radical beam (the density of a

radical beam is limited by a few natural processes like radical

recombination), background from the non-reactive scattering

would be large, which may cause difficulties in detecting the

relatively weaker signal of the reaction products.

Pulsed molecular beams were chosen in our experiments to

have a better signal-to-noise ratio (see Appendix). The crossing

angle in our apparatus was fixed at 901. Typically we utilized

supersonic expansion to produce a molecular beam with a speed

distribution of about �5%. The resulting spread in collision

energy was about �10%. The mean speed of a molecular beam

was adjusted either by changing the seeding ratio in various rare

gases or by changing the nozzle temperature. After two reactant

beams crossed, the scattered neutral products flew to the mass

spectrometry detector. Time-of-flight (TOF) spectra of the

scattering events were then recorded at selected m/z values

and laboratory angles. The laboratory-frame velocity and

angular distributions of the products were obtained from the

TOF spectra at a number of laboratory angles and converted to

the center-of-mass frame by a forward convolution routine.

Two apparatuses were used for these investigations. The

synchrotron radiation (SR) machine34,35 consists of rotatable

sources and a fixed mass detector with vacuum UV photoioniza-

tion. The electron-impact-ionization (EI) machine32 consists of

fixed sources and a rotatable mass detector with electron-impact

ionization. The product flight path of the EI machine was about

24.5 cm, significantly longer than the 10 cm of the SR machine.

Because the synchrotron beamtime was limited, the main results

were obtained from the EI machine which also offered a better

TOF resolution. The SR machine was mainly used to measure

the photoionization efficiency spectra of the reaction products.

For molecule–molecule reactive scattering, we define the

forward/backward directions of a probed product as follows.

Assume a symbolized reaction of A+ BC-AB+C, where A,

B and C can be atoms or groups of atoms. If AB is detected, we

define its forward direction as the direction of A in the center-of-

mass frame. Following this definition, a rebound reaction2 would

have a backward angular distribution for the detected product.

3. F2 + organosulfur reactions

Turnipseed and Birks37 reported significant reactivity of F2

towards organo-sulfur, -selenium, -tellurium, -phosphorous,

and -arsenide compounds, while most hydrocarbons, alcohols,

or ethers give no reaction. Their observation is very interesting

but we felt that the product identifications and reaction mecha-

nisms were not clear at all by their flow-tube data. Therefore,

we chose to study F2 reactions with dimethyl sulfide (DMS,

CH3SCH3) and dimethyl disulfide (DMDS, CH3SSCH3) to

learn more about the reaction dynamics.

Because F2 has a high electron affinity of about 3.0 eV,

Turnipseed and Birks37 also speculated that these reactions

are initiated by the transfer of an electron from the organic

molecule (DMS, DMDS, etc.) to F2, similar to a ‘‘harpoon’’

mechanism2 observed in reactions between alkali metal atoms

and halogen compounds. The harpoon mechanism describes

that the interaction involves a crossing between the ion-pair

potential energy surface and the neutral potential energy

surface. With the ionization energy of DMS (8.7 eV), a critical

distance of the crossing can be estimated27 to be 2.5 Å for

the F2 + DMS reaction by assuming point charges of the ion

pair and a flat potential energy surface of the neutral system.

However, this critical distance is significantly shorter than the

sum of the van der Waals radii of F and S atoms (3.3 Å.

RVDW(S) = 1.8 Å, RVDW(F) = 1.5 Å). This analysis indicates

that to reach the hypothetic crossing point, the reactant mole-

cules would need to be ‘‘squeezed’’ together, which requires

energy. However, as will be shown later, the F2 reactions with

DMS and DMDS are essentially barrierless.26–28 Although

Turnipseed and Birks37 found a strong negative correlation

between the ionization energies of a few organic reactants

and their reactivity towards F2, the harpoon mechanism is

not enough to describe the reactions after taking a closer look.

3.1 F2 + CH3SCH3 reaction

After crossing the reactant beams of F2 and CH3SCH3, TOF

signals could be obtained at m/z = 80 (C2H5SF
+) and 81

(C2H6SF
+).26,27 To make sure that the signals were indeed

from the F2 + DMS reaction, we performed a blank experiment

of Ar + DMS scattering under very similar experimental con-

ditions. We also found that the signal of non-reactive scattering is

similar for DMS + F2 and DMS + Ar by detecting the TOF

spectra of the scattered DMS molecules. By comparing the

scattering signals of DMS with F2 and Ar, we realized that some

of the signals atm/z=80 and 81 were from impurity in the DMS

molecular beam which was scattered by both F2 and Ar beams.

This type of background cannot be measured with conventional

beam modulation methods. After some efforts of chemical purifi-

cation, the background was reduced but still noticeable. Finally

we managed to eliminate this interference by changing the DMS

sample to deuterium-substituted DMS or a DMS sample from a

new supplier (Aldrich).

In multiple collision experiments, it is often difficult to

identify nascent products due to secondary reactions. The

situation is more severe for the F2 + DMS reaction, because

the F atom product is much more reactive than the F2

reactant38 (by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude). As mentioned by

Turnipseed and Birks,37 ‘‘. . . due to the large variety of possible

products, it is not possible to isolate any distinct reaction steps

under these conditions.’’ Table 1 lists the experimental observa-

tions of the reaction products of F2 + DMS studied under flow
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tube and crossed beam conditions. Quite a few secondary

products have been observed in the flow tube experiments.37,39

With the crossed molecular beam technique, two primary

product channels have been unambiguously identified:26,27

F2 + CH3SCH3 - HF + CH2QS(F)CH3 (R1)

F2 + CH3SCH3 - F + CH3–S(F)–CH3 (R2)

(DHo
0K (R1) =�80.1 kcal mol�1, DHo

0K(R2) =+3.4 kcal mol�1,

both from CCSD(T) computations.)27 The major product

channel is (R1); (R2) is endothermic and was observed only

at collision energies higher than 6 kcal mol�1. The measured

kinetic energy releases of (R1) and (R2) are also consistent with

the reaction enthalpies.27

The ionization energy (IE) of a chemical species may reveal

its structural information. Fig. 1 shows the photoionization

efficiency spectra of DMS and the products of F2 + DMS

reaction. The m/z = 80 product corresponds to a formula of

C2H5SF which has two likely structures, CH2QS(F)–CH3 and

CH2F–S–CH3. The computed adiabatic ionization energies are

8.59 eV for CH2QS(F)–CH3, 8.70 eV for DMS, and 9.09 eV for

CH2F–S–CH3.
26 It is clear that the IE of CH2F–S–CH3 is too

high to match the observation; the reaction product of m/z= 80

can be reasonably assigned to the CH2QS(F)–CH3 structure.

For the product of m/z = 81, its ionization threshold is

distinctive, about 0.9 eV lower than that of DMS. The most

reasonable assignment for this mass is a structure corres-

ponding to CH3–S(F)–CH3 with calculated vertical IE of

7.89 eV.26 Baker et al.39 also observed this species with photo-

electron spectroscopy (PES) but they missed the main reaction

product of CH2QS(F)–CH3. As shown in Fig. 1, the ionization

thresholds of CH2QS(F)–CH3 and DMS are very similar.

Thus, in the PES detection,39 the observation of the major

reaction product (CH2QS(F)–CH3) was fully obscured by the

intense peak of the DMS reactant.

3.2 First barrierless reaction between closed-shell reactants

The molecular beam method is very useful to study the collision

energy dependence of elementary processes. When we reduced

the collision energy of the F2 + DMS reaction,26,27 to our

surprise, we found that the reaction probability of (R1) increased.

For a reaction with a potential energy barrier, a certain amount

of energy is needed to overcome the barrier (except tunneling

which is a different issue) and energy in various forms (transla-

tional, rotational, vibrational, etc.) may have different efficiency.

But here we have a different situation: the F2 + DMS reaction

does not require any energy, indicating this reaction has no

barrier! Later investigations of the F2 + DMDS reaction28

indicate that the F2 + DMDS reaction is also barrierless.

To better understand the unusual reactivity between F2 and

DMS/DMDS, ab initio calculations have been performed.26–28

The employed computational methods include CASPT2,

QCISD(T), and CCSD(T).40 In addition, various sizes of basis

sets have been used to ensure that the computational results

are adequate. Fig. 2 shows the 2-dimenstional (2D) potential

energy surface near the entrance valley and the reaction inter-

mediate (INT) of the F2 + DMS reaction. Because the structure

of the (CH3)2S moiety of INT is very similar to the reactant

structure, the 2D rigid scan (other degrees of freedom are frozen)

of the potential energy surface is almost identical to the relax

scan (other degrees of freedom are optimized). A barrier (TS1, a

saddle point with only one imaginary vibrational frequency)

has been located in between the van der Waals entrance well

(VDW) and INT. But the potential energy surface is very flat

near TS1 and the energy of TS1 is about 2.5 kcal mol�1 lower

than that of the separated reactants (S–F distance B10 Å).

Table 1 Experimental observations of the reaction products of F2 + CH3SCH3 studied under flow tube and crossed beam conditions

Reference
Reaction
condition

Detection
methoda Assigned product(s) Comment

Turnipseed and Birks37 Fast flow tube IR emission HF, H2CS, HCF Secondary products
Titration F via Cl2 + F - ClF + Cl
EI-MS m/z = 80 (CH2QS(F)CH3) The structure assignment was tentative

Baker et al.39 Fast flow tube PES VIE = 8.0 eV (CH3–S(F)–CH3) Only at early reaction times
H2CS, H2CCS, CH3SH, HFCS, HCF Secondary products

Lu et al.26,27 Crossed beams EI-MS m/z = 80 (C2H5SF) + m/z = 20 (HF) Confirmed with ab initio calculation
of reaction pathsm/z = 81 (C2H6SF) + m/z = 19 (F)

VUV PI-MS CH2QS(F)CH3 (VIE = 8.7 eV) + HF Confirmed with ab initio calculation of IE
CH3–S(F)–CH3 (VIE = 7.8 eV) + F

a EI-MS = electron-impact ionization mass spectrometry; PES = photoelectron spectroscopy; PI-MS = photoionization mass spectrometry.

Fig. 1 Photoionization efficiency spectra of DMS and the products

(m/z = 80, 81) of the F2 + DMS reaction at B8 kcal mol�1 collision

energy. A minor isotope of sulfur, 34S (natural abundance ratio:
34S/32S = 0.043/0.95), was chosen when detecting DMS (m/z = 64)

simply because the count rate at m/z = 62 was very high, close to the

saturation level of our detector (106 counts s�1).
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In addition, this barrier disappears at the CCSD(T) and

QCISD(T) levels of calculation.27

Both experimental and theoretical results26–28 of the F2 +

DMS/DMDS reactions indicate that these reactions are barrier-

less. For barrierless reactions, a capture theory41,42 can often be

applied that considers only the entrance part of the potential

energy surface. Although most reported barrierless reactions

are reactions between ions and molecules or those involving

open-shell radicals,43,44 some analogous reactions may help us

to better understand the results of the F2 + DMS/DMDS

reactions. A series of low temperature studies on the reactions

of O(3P) + alkenes (propene and butenes) show that the

reaction rate constants increase with decreasing temperature.45

The minimum energy curve of the F2 +DMS reaction (Fig. 2)

looks similar to those of the O(3P) + alkene reactions:45 there

is a ‘‘submerged’’ barrier corresponding to a maximum along

the minimum energy path between the shallow minimum

associated with a van der Walls complex and the more stable

reaction intermediate (or products). A ‘‘two transition state’’

model46,47 has been employed to describe reactions of this

type. For the F2 + DMS reaction, because the submerged

barrier (TS1) is even lower in energy, one may expect that

the reaction rate constant will reach the capture limit at low

temperatures. This hypothesis, however, requires further evidence

from both experiment and theory. The lowest collision energy in

our previous study26–28 was about 1 kcal mol�1. It will be very

interesting if the study can be extended to lower collision energies

or at low temperatures.

After passing over the submerged barrier TS1, an intermediate

INT is formed in the F2 + DMS reaction. As mentioned above,

an important feature of INT is that the S(CH3)2 moiety is very

similar in structure to the DMS reactant. Fig. 3 shows the three

most important (frontier) molecular orbitals (MO) of INT. In

Fig. 3, we can see that the 3pz (S) and s/s* (F2) orbitals are

involved and the resulting molecular orbitals can be described as

bonding, non-bonding and anti-bonding among these three

atoms. In the MO point of view, there are mainly 4 electrons

involved: 2 from the lone pair of S, 2 from the sigma bond of F2,

a picture of ‘‘3-center-4-electron bond’’.48,49 Because the involved

orbital at S is a lone pair, other chemical bonds are almost

unperturbed, resulting in minor structural change in the S(CH3)2
moiety.

There are two decay channels for INT. A simple fission of

the F–FS(CH3)2 bond leads to F + CH3–S(F)–CH3 (R2),

which is moderately endothermic. The other path may be

described as the outer F atom attacks one H atom at one of

the methyl groups, resulting in HF formation (R1).26,27 As

will be shown later, the products of an analogous reaction,

F2 + CH3SSCH3,
28 provide further evidence for this picture.

The product angular distribution provides information

about the reaction time scale. If the reaction time is substan-

tially longer than one rotation period of the reaction complex,

a forward–backward symmetric angular distribution is expected.

This type of angular distribution arises from losing directional

memory due to rotation while remembering the plane of

rotation because of conservation of angular momentum. As

a result, the rotation period can be used as an ‘‘internal clock’’

for reactive scattering.50 With the moment of inertia of INT

and the range of the collision energies, the rotation period

of INT can be estimated to be a couple of picoseconds for

the F2 + DMS reaction. The observed products exhibit

forward-biased angular distributions,27 indicating that the

reaction is faster than rotation. This result suggests that

although the existence of INT may slow down the reaction,

INT is not stable enough to support a lifetime longer than a

couple of picoseconds.

3.3 Confirm the reaction mechanism by the F2 + CH3SSCH3

reaction

Similar to the F2+DMS reaction, a product channel producing a

F atom and a fluoro radical (R3) was observed in the reaction of

F2+DMDS at collision energy higher than 4.3� 0.4 kcal mol�1.

Fig. 2 CASPT2 potential energy surface for the entrance valley and

INT of the F2 + DMS reaction. The numbers indicate the potential

energies relative to the separated reactants in kcal mol�1. The contour

spacing is 1 kcal mol�1. The inactive geometrical variables are fixed at

the optimized TS1 structure. The potential energy profile along the

minimum energy path near TS1 and VDW is depicted below the

contour plot. This figure is modified from the results of ref. 27.

Fig. 3 Frontier molecular orbitals of INT of the F2 + DMS reaction

calculated with the CASSCF method. As seen in this figure, the

orbitals involved are mainly 3pz on S (left in the figure), s/s* on F2.
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However, in contrary to the F2 + DMS reaction, no HF

product channel (R4) could be found in the crossed beam

reaction of F2 + DMDS. Instead, the main product channel

produces 2 CH3SF molecules (R5). As mentioned above,

significant reaction signal of (R5) has also been observed at

collision energies as low as 1 kcal mol�1.28

F2 + CH3SSCH3 - F + CH3–SS(F)–CH3 (R3)

F2 + CH3SSCH3 - HF + CH2QS(F)S–CH3 (R4)

F2 + CH3SSCH3 - CH3SF + CH3SF (R5)

A similar intermediate structure with a nearly linear F–F–S

bonding has been found theoretically for the F2 + DMDS

reaction and, again, it can be formed without a barrier. We

may consider three possible decay channels from this inter-

mediate: (i) breaking of the F–F bond leads to F atom produc-

tion (R3); (ii) the outer F atom attacks one H atom leading to

HF formation (R4); and (iii) the outer F atom attacks the other

S atom leading to CH3SF + CH3SF (R5). With the experi-

mental results,28 we can conclude that the F–F bond fission of

the intermediate has an energy threshold and the outer F atom

preferably attacks the S atom, not an H atom.

In brief summary, barrierless reactions of molecular fluorine

with DMS and DMDS have been investigated with crossed

molecular beam experiments and ab initio calculations.26–28

While previously reported molecule–molecule reactions12–19

exhibit significant energy thresholds, these two reactions show

substantial reaction probability even at low energies. One may

expect that there exist other types of reactions which are

barrierless as well, for example, those mentioned by Turnipseed

and Birks.37 However, although it needs further investigations,

F2 seems to be a unique reactant in this regard. Nonetheless, to

explore such reactions at extremely low temperatures will be a

new challenge. For such molecule–molecule reactions, com-

parison between low temperature rate measurements and high

level theories would advance our understanding on chemical

reactivity.

4. F2 + alkene reactions

Miller et al.51 suggested that the reaction of molecular fluorine

and olefin proceeds via an initiation step with production of a

fluorine atom and a free fluoro-radical. However, this reaction

mechanism was not universally accepted due to lack of further

evidence. Hauge et al.52 suggested that the activation energies

of F2 reactions with the following molecules are in the order

of (propylene E butadiene E cyclohexene o ethylene E
allene o benzene, alkane, alkyne). These earlier studies pro-

vide some qualitative observations. More quantitative and

definitive information is required to understand the dynamics

of the F2 + alkene reactions.

For F2 reaction with the simplest alkene C2H4, three product

channels are possible (the reaction enthalpies are from

CCSD(T) calculations29).

F2 + C2H4 - F+C2H4F, DH
o
0K =�7.8 kcal mol�1 (R6)

F2+C2H4-HF+C2H3F, DH
o
0K=�100.4 kcal mol�1(R7)

F2 + C2H4 - C2H4F2, DH
o
0K = �118.5 kcal mol�1 (R8)

Early studies53–56 under matrix-isolation conditions reported

detection of the reaction products of HF + C2H3F (R7) and

C2H4F2 (R8) by means of Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR)

spectroscopy, but recent crossed molecular beam studies29 on

the same reaction only observed F + C2H4F (R6) as the

products. This disparity may be accounted for by the cage

effect which is common in condensed phases, but absent in

crossed beam experiments. In the matrix-isolation conditions, it

is very likely that the F atom product is trapped in the same

cage and recombines with the radical site of C2H4F, forming

vibrationally excited C2H4F2. The excited C2H4F2 may either

be stabilized or decompose to HF + C2H3F.

The product angular and translational energy distributions

may be used to learn the reaction dynamics. Fig. 4 shows a

product velocity contour map of the C2H4F product of (R6)

at 6.6 kcal mol�1 collision energy. Such a plot shows the

distribution of the recoil velocity vectors in the center-of-mass

frame. If we follow the motion of the C2H4 moiety, it recoils

into the backward hemisphere after reaction with F2. This

product angular distribution is consistent with a picture of

a typical rebound reaction with a barrier2 (5.5 kcal mol�1

for this reaction; see below). In such a reaction mechanism,

collisions at small impact parameters have sufficient collision

energy along the line-of-centers, leading to reactive scattering

into the backward directions; collisions at large impact para-

meters cannot surmount the barrier to reaction. More pre-

cisely speaking, the reaction probability decreases at large

impact parameters where the centrifugal barriers are higher.

The strongly backward distribution of the product also

indicates that the direction of the recoil force is opposite to

the incoming velocity, which is consistent with the calculated

potential energy gradient at the transition state29 (the transi-

tion state has a nearly linear F–F–C structure and the F atom

product recoils along the F–F bond direction). Furthermore,

the kinetic energy release of the products is only B28% of the

Fig. 4 Schematic structures of the reactants, transition state (TS) and

products of F2 + C2H4 - C2H4F + F reaction.29 The velocity-flux map

of the C2H4F product29 is also shown (collision energy = 6.6 kcal mol�1).

By conservation of linear momentum, the F atom product is scattered into

the opposite direction of the C2H4F product.
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available energy,29 indicating significant internal excitation

(B72% of the available energy) of the C2H4F product. This

observation is consistent with the calculated geometry29 of the

transition state which is more similar to the reactant structure

than to the product structure. In this case, it can be classified as

an earlier barrier according to the Polanyi rule57 which would

predict more internal excitation rather than translational

excitation for the product.

One of the motivations to study the reactions of F2 with

alkenes larger than C2H4 was to search for a direct HF forma-

tion channel. The idea is based on the F2 + C2H4 reaction

mechanism and the molecular geometries: when the F2 attacks

the p-bond of C2H4, the four H atoms on the C2H4 are all

quite far away from the F atoms.29 As a result, the probability

of HF formation would be very small. This probability might

be enhanced for a methyl-substituted ethylene which is a non-

planar molecule and the H atoms of the methyl group may have

a chance to be closer to the F atoms. Whether the HF channel

exists in the F2 + alkene reactions may provide important

mechanistic information regarding the fluorination of olefins.

We have searched for both F and HF product channels in

crossed molecular beam experiments of F2 reactions with C3H6

and isomers of C4H8. Still, the HF formation channels were

not observed; the observed reactions are (R9)30 and (R10).31

In the regard of the product angular and translational energy

distributions, the results of the F2 + C3H6 reaction (R9)30

very much resemble those of the F2 + C2H4 reaction (R6).29

F2 + C3H6 - F + C3H6F (R9)

F2 + C4H8 - F + C4H8F (R10)

5. Comparison between the F2 + organosulfur

reactions and F2 + alkene reactions

If we compare the F2+ organosulfur reactions26–28 and the F2+

alkene reactions,29–31 a common feature is that the transition

states all have a nearly linear F–F–X structure (X denotes S atom

or CQC p-bond). This linear structure is consistent with a picture

of frontier MO which involves s/s* orbitals of F2 and a doubly

occupied orbital on X (nS or pCC); a linear structure would have

the best overlap of the involved MO. However, in the organo-

sulfur case there is an intermediate and a simple F–FX bond

fission is endothermic with respect to the reactants, such that the

outer F atom is bound and may interact with other moieties of

the intermediates, like an H atom on the methyl group or another

S atom. Such an intermediate is absent in the F2 + alkene case

and a simple F–FX bond fission is exothermic; since the outer

F atom is not bound at all, it would just fly away after passing the

transition state.

6. Problem of reaction thresholds

The F2 reactions with simple alkenes (e.g., C2H4 or C3H6)

exhibit thresholds in energy. For the F2 + C2H4 reaction,

crossed beam results give a threshold of 5.5 � 0.5 kcal mol�1

in collision energy;29 a kinetic study reported an activation

energy of 4.6 kcal mol�1;58 frequency dependence of IR

excitation under matrix-isolation conditions indicates the

reaction threshold is 5.4 kcal mol�1 or less.53–56 Although this

reaction (R6) is relatively simple—a single transition state

separates the products from the reactants—our CCSD(T)

calculations29 give a potential energy barrier of 7.1 kcal mol�1,

substantially higher than the experimental threshold (or activa-

tion energy). There are two possibilities for this disagreement:

(i) the experimental threshold may be lowered by internal

excitations of the reactants, and (ii) the theoretical barrier

height is not accurate enough.

For possibility (i), the rotational and vibrational excitation

of the reactants (electronic excitation is impossible in this

case), especially the F2 vibration (894 cm�1), may contribute

to the experimental activation energy which has been mea-

sured to be 4.6 kcal mol�1 in a temperature range of 300 to

430 K.58 Such a temperature range corresponds to a variation

of population ratio from 1.4 to 5% for F2(v = 1)/F2(v = 0).

But it is quite different in the molecular beam conditions. First

we should not worry about rotational excitations since our

molecular beams were very cold rotationally. Second, much

lower temperatures (150/300 K) were used for the F2 beam

nozzle and the effect of the vibrational excitations of the

reactants has been checked by varying the nozzle temperatures

of the molecular beams; the results29 indicate that this effect is

quite minor and will not change the threshold by a significant

amount.

On the other hand, it is not clear for possibility (ii). Initially

we suspected that our level of theory is not high enough.

However, a very rigorous computation by Feng and Allen59

still gives a potential energy barrier of 8.0 kcal mol�1. Their

work59 used a focal point approach to converge toward the

ab initio limit; explicit computations were executed with basis

sets as large as aug-cc-pV5Z and correlation treatments as

extensive as coupled cluster through full triples with a pertur-

bative inclusion of quadruple excitations CCSDT(Q)—the

highest level of computation currently feasible.

If we believe both experiment and theory have an error bar

of about 1 kcal mol�1, it is hard to imagine how a reaction can

take place if the total energy is below the potential energy

barrier. It is expected that tunneling will have little contribution

to this reaction since it does not involve light atom transfer.

Thus, the barrier for F2 + C2H4 reaction may pose a general

problem to be resolved between theory and experiment.

While theory and experiment do not match very well in the

barrier height of the F2 + C2H4 reaction,29,59 the reaction of

F2 + C3H6 becomes an important testing case. Remarkably, the

measured threshold (2.4� 0.3 kcal mol�1)30 is stillB2 kcal mol�1

lower than the corresponding barrier heights calculated with the

CCSD(T) method.30,31 In Fig. 5, we compare the calculated

potential energy barrier heights and the experimental thresholds

in collision energy for F2 reactions with a few simple alkenes.

In addition to the discrepancies between theory and experi-

ment, it is interesting to see that the theoretical barrier heights

for the F2 reactions with cis-, trans- and iso-butenes are very

low, less than 1 kcal mol�1. Compared with the F2 + 1-C4H8

reaction, these theoretical results suggest that double methyl

substitution at the CQC double bond would efficiently reduce

the reaction barriers with F2. Currently there are no experi-

mental data available for the F2 + C4H8 reaction thresholds.

It would be very interesting to see if the theoretical prediction

is valid or not.
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7. Summary

The F2 reactions with DMS, DMDS, C2H4, C3H6, and C4H8

have been investigated with crossed molecular beam methods.

Nascent products have been identified with electron-impact

and vacuum UV-photoionization mass spectrometry. High

level ab initio calculations have been performed to interpret

the experimental observations and to draw a picture of the

reaction mechanisms. For the F2 reactions with DMS and

DMDS, a short-lived intermediate of nearly linear F–F–S

structure can be formed without a potential energy barrier.

Kinetic measurements at extremely low temperatures will

reveal more insights into these intriguing barrierless reactions

and to confirm the theoretical findings.

For the F2 reactions with C2H4, C3H6 and C4H8, there is

a single barrier separating the products from the reactants

and the only observed product channel is the F atom for-

mation. The product angular and translational energy distri-

butions are consistent with a typical rebound reaction

mechanism with an early barrier, which is further supported

by the theoretical calculations. However, the theoretical bar-

rier heights of the F2 reactions with C2H4 and C3H6 are about

2 kcal mol�1 too high, compared with the experimental

reaction thresholds in collision energy. The theoretical pre-

diction that the F2 reactions with double methyl substitu-

ted ethylene are almost barrierless is yet to be confirmed

experimentally.

For low energy molecule–molecule reactions, it seems that

F2 is a unique reactant. We have tried O3 + DMS and Cl2 +

DMS reactions but did not observe any reactive signal

under conditions similar to the F2 + DMS reaction. The

HOMO–LUMO gap of a F2 molecule was found to decrease

very significantly at a slightly elongated bond length that may

be an important factor in its reactivity. More molecule–

molecule reactions deserve investigations in more depth, both

experimentally and theoretically.

8. Appendix: CW vs. pulsed beam

In principle, the experiments can be performed in either

continuous (CW) mode or pulsed mode. At first glance, the

CW mode seems simpler. However, we adapted the pulsed

mode in our previous studies for the following reason. Con-

sider a reaction A + B - P. The gas consumption is

proportional to the gas density (n) and the fraction of on-time

(f) of a molecular beam (f = 1 for a CW beam). The product

signal per integration time (NP) is proportional to the densities

of both reactants and the effective duty cycle (w), along with

other parameters like the reaction volume which are the same

for both CW mode and pulsed mode.

NP = a nAnBw (1)

where the proportional constant a represents the overall effect

of other parameters. For a CW experiment, a pseudo-random

chopper may be used to resolve the time-of-flight of the

scattered product. Such a chopper may have an effective duty

cycle of about 0.5. For a pulsed experiment, w = min(fA, fB).

If the gas density is mainly limited by the pumping speed of the

source chamber, we will have nf= C, C is a constant denoting

the pumping speed. A simple deduction leads to

NCW
P ¼ anAnBw ¼ a

CA

1

CB

1
0:5 ¼ 0:5aCACB ð2Þ

NPulsed
P ¼ anAnBw ¼ a

CA

f

CB

f
f ¼ a

CACB

f
ð3Þ

For simplicity, we let fA = fB = f in the pulsed mode. For a

high speed pulsed valve (Even–Lavie valve),60 the pulse width

can be shorter than 20 ms and the repetition rate can be as high

as 1000 Hz. In the experiment, we reduced the repletion rate to

200 Hz for a more suitable (longer lifetime of the valve sealing

gasket) operation and the calculated f value would be about

2 � 10�3, assuming the density is only limited by the pumping

speed. The maximum enhancement factor of the pulsed mode

over the CWmode is then estimated to be 1/(0.5f) = 1000. The

enhancement factor in a practical experiment may be smaller

because the value of nf may not have reached the pumping-

speed limit. An educated guess of a practical enhancement

factor may be about 100.
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